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President’s Piece
Happy new year everyone. I hope that you enjoyed the Christmas period and that you were lucky enough
to get some nice modelling gifts from Santa. The members have been making the most of the calm
weather and the strip has been occupied most days, with Sunday mornings being regularly busy. A few
members have got their float models off the water and back in the air, and the glider enthusiasts have
been making the most of the hot afternoons and the steady lift.
I attended the MFNZ Nationals over the New Year and had a great time – I’ve written a few notes about it
further on in the newsletter. The dates have already been set for 2021 Nationals. They’ll be back at
Carterton with the first day being Sunday 3rd January, with Monday 4th January the first day of
competition, and Friday the 8th will be prize giving as well as a rain day if required. All going well I’m
planning to go again next year, so start giving it some thought if you’re keen to join me.
We again haven’t had much luck with our ‘Second Sunday’ events as these have coincided with rain or
wind or holidays over the past couple of months. We hope to get back into the routine over the coming
months.
Club AGM: the committee have scheduled the AGM in late February. We have struggled to find an
available evening venue so have settled for a late afternoon timeslot;
NMAC AGM on Sunday 23rd February 4pm at the Nightingale Library Meeting Room (Tahunanui)
I will put my nomination forward for the President’s position again – year 3 and probably my last (as I
believe the position should be rotated at least every 3 years - like the National/Labour party general
election). We have a good team on the committee and we have achieved some pleasing things over the
year. If you can’t make the AGM please put in an apology to demonstrate your support for the volunteers
who give up their time to run your club.
If you’re interested in helping in the running of the club speak to one of the committee to find out more
how you can contribute. Andrew will send more details about the meeting in early February.
Look forward to seeing you at the AGM and out flying soon.
Happy Flying,
Murray.

MFNZ Nationals
Blog from the Nationals (by Murray Irvine)
I went to the MFNZ Nationals in Carterton from 31st December to 4th January. It will go down as
“Clareville’s best weather ever”. Yes, it really was that good. A great time had by all with no stress, one
flight line, and awesome weather. I posted a note on our Whatsapp channel at the end of each day – for
those who missed it or are not on the channel, the notes and photos below give an idea of what happened.
Day 1 of the Nationals is over: phew what a day, 30+ and sunny, with light variable winds. Pretty much
perfect. First up were the 4 different classes of IMAC starting just after 8.30am. I flew in the second group
flying the Sportsman 2020 sequence. My knees were knocking so much I nearly forgot to fly the plane!
After 4 rounds I was feeling much more comfortable. .... Safe to say my flying was $#@@, it’s much easier
at home - but that's the joy and challenge of competing in different environments (at least that's what I'm
telling myself). We were shown some fantastic IMAC flying later in the morning from the guys in the
expert class. The aerobatics group had the field until lunchtime, and after lunch the scale competition got
underway (with 3 classes of scale).
I flew the Chipmunk in the novice class – my first scale competition, this was much more relaxing than the
IMAC! ... (the manoeuvres are more survivable ☺ - but hard to do well in a scale-like manner). There
were some lovely scale models and more fantastic flying. Tonight is New Year’s Eve and the organisers
have planned a spit roast, ‘aggie’ competition, movie, and a jet engine run up at midnight. ... and an 8am
start tomorrow morning!

Day 2 of the Nationals is over... phew, at the field at 8am and finished at 6pm. Hot! Smoky skies and
variable winds again, but good flying conditions. Scale was in the morning, and after prize giving around
lunchtime the aerobatics got underway. I got a scale prize for participation; an invitation to come next
year and do better 🤔.
First up in aerobatics was the IMAC "unknowns " – I’d never heard of it before…. I discovered that an hour
from the start you are given a pattern to fly (an A4 page with the sequence in Aresti symbols) ...jeez! You
have to learn quick and it's a bit of a lottery to work out what to do... and to add complexity between
trying to learn the sequence and fly it the wind turned 180 degrees. Nothing like a challenge! After IMAC
was a round of classic. Frazer demonstrated the sequence and set the standard for us. Pattern starts
tomorrow. Another hot and fine day forecast. Getting my money's worth!

Day 3 of the Nationals is done; at the field at 8am today for the start of pattern. Hazy skies, increasing
winds, but not too hot today - barely 30 degrees. We only had the morning today for aerobatics as the
pylon racing guys had the field for the afternoon. We flew 3 rounds of clubman (the entry pattern level ) ,
2 rounds of expert, and 2 rounds of masters. I flew in the expert. Reasonably happy with my flying but the
wind needed more corrections than I made. Then I broke a prop in the grass landing on my second flight.
Bugga. First lesson learned for today; if you're thinking of bringing a spare prop then don't leave it on the
bench at home. .. bugga again. So my plan is repair the Smoove model tonight (fix the undercarriage) and I
will fly that tomorrow in the next expert rounds. A relaxing afternoon was then spent watching some of
the control line flying, then marshalling for the pylon racing. Very exciting, some of those pylon planes are
rocket ships! Last day tomorrow.

Day 4 and Nationals are all over. Another good day: sunny and the occasional stiff steady breeze. A lazy
start today as the pylon racing had the field until midday. We visited the vintage flying field in the morning
and watched the "action" for a short while, before heading down to watch the end of the pylon racing and
saw some more high-speed action. The aerobatics got underway around 1pm with the F3A up first, these
are the best guys (Frazer etc). That was followed by 3 more classes (including my "expert" class), and then
some fun with the classic models. Again some awesome flying on display over the afternoon. Prize giving
followed the classic competition, and then dinner with everyone at the pub. And that's the 2020 nationals
over. A great 4 days; good weather, some fantastic flying, and met lots of helpful and enthusiastic people.
Now.... I have to start making plans for next year 😉

Notices
Your committee
Your committee members for 2019/2020:
President

Murray Irvine

Vice President

Paul Troon

Treasurer

Peter Stevens

Secretary

Andrew Reeve

Power Captain

Doug Stratton

Heli Captain
Committee

Lance Walford

Committee

Gary Iti

CnS Editor

Paul Troon

Ron King

The CnS newsletter is published every two months; Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, and Dec.

WhatsApp Group:
If you are not connected to WhatsApp give Murray or Phil a call.

Facebook:
We are on Facebook. For those Facebook users out there, look up the Nelson Model Aero Club and add a
‘like’ to our page.
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=nelson%20model%20aero%20club

Special offer for NMAC Members
COOL POWER – 1 Gal (US) or 3.785 litre containers $65 each
BACK IN STOCK - NITRO ~ $40 per litre
I don’t have any bottles for the nitro so it’s BYOB (Bring Your Own Bottle).
Contact Peter Stevens.

For Sale
Bryan Ransby is clearing a part of his hangar and has the following models for sale.
1. Extra 300S built from Great Planes kit. 1650mm wingspan.
ASP 120 motor. Futaba electronics.
Sullivan on board ignition system. $200

2. Extra 300 S built from Great Planes kit. 1650mm wingspan.
OS 95 F/S motor (us$330). Futaba R617 FS receiver & Futaba servos.
Sullivan on board Glow system. OS motor is magnificent.
Great flyer but not flown for a while so batteries need checking. $400

3. Precision Aerobatics Extra 260
These are a great model – just add your receiver and take to the air. $150
(and yes, it comes with wings 😊)

Photos from Our Fields
Float flying action:

Graham’s repowered Vampire - with new turbine.

Mike’s fleet.

A busy sunny Sunday morning.

Brian after sucesssful maiden flght.

Dennis’ fleet.

Colin after successful maiden of the Phoenix.

A busy pits.

Graham and the Skinnybee.

